
FATAWA ON INHERITANCE AND LAST WILL 
 
 
   
  I.   DISTRIBUTION OF ESTATE 
 
SUBJECT:       Shares of siblings 
 
Date:      3/20/2001  
 
My Answer 
Dear Br. Mansoor 
Assalamu Alaykum Wa Rahmatullahi Wa Barakatuh 
I am very grateful to you and your question about siblings. This case is in fact missing 
from our on line LAST WILL. It has been corrected immediately. 
If you are from a Muslim country or a country that has an Islamic inheritance law for 
Muslims you do not need to worry about the distribution of the estate to your heirs, as in 
Shari'ah, and you may need the Last Will only for assigning certain amount within one 
third for charity and/or non heirs. 
If you are in America or any other countries that have no Islamic Inheritance Law, but 
respect the Last Will of the deceased, you certainly need to make a Last Will. 
Your case is very close to case (2.cc) because (2.cc) has brothers and/or sisters and wife 
or husband but without mother. 
PLEASE RECEIVE ATTACHED THE CORRECTED FORM. You notice now that case 
(2.dd) applies to your case exactly. The on line Form of Last Will, both on ISNA’s and 
on my page (www. kahf.net) shall be corrected by Monday InShaAllah. 
For your second question, once you use this form of Last Will you do not need to worry 
about future changes in your family. The schedule of Inheritance is made in a way that 
accommodates future changes. The dynamism you mention is built in it. Think of 
potential additions or reductions and you will find them included. The objective of the 
Schedule is to cover almost all cases and refer the very rare ones to the Fiqh Council. 
Missing a case like yours was a mistake on my part because it is not among the rare ones.  
By the way uncles, father side are prevented from inheritance by the brothers, this is 
called in Fiqh: al Hajb. Uncles, mother side are not part of one's heirs. They have no cake 
in the inheritance at all. A minority of Fuqaha give them if there were no other heirs at 
all, i.e., even a very distant cousin would prevent them.    
 
Wassalam 
Sincerely, 
Monzer Kahf 
------------------- 
SUBJECT:    Distribution of Estate of a grandfather 
 
From:      dialogue@islam-online.net  
Date:       6/21/2001  



Name of Questioner: Ziya  Gender: Male    Age: 21-30            
Education: Graduate            Date Submitted: 6/21/2001  
Country of Origin: India                         Country of Residence: India  
 
Question:  
Dear Sir, the grand father has left us leaving a house & some money the grandfather had 
6 children 2 son 4 daughters how to distribute the property, do guide  
ziya 
 
My Answer:  
Dear Br. Ziya 
Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuh. 
Al Hamdu li Allah wa al Salatu wa al Salam ala Rasuli Allah. 
May Allah shower the soul of your deceased with lots of Mercy. 
 
To give you an exact answer we need more information. The rule is that your 
grandfather's estates must be distributed as follows: 
-If he left one wife she gets one eighth of the remainder after payment of any debts and 
expenses. 
-The remainder must be distributed to his children, whether they are full brothers and 
sisters or not, at the rate of twice to a male as much as to a female. 
-If any of his children preceded him in death and the grandfather left children of his own 
as well as children of deceased children, those grandchildren take the shares of their 
fathers or mothers, provided the total given to all grandchildren does not exceed one third 
of the total estate. If this total exceeds one-third the amount above the one-third limit will 
be given to the children of the deceased (your ankles and ants). The amount, within the 
share of each deceased child of your grandfather should be distributed to the children of 
that deceased child at the ratio of two shares to a male and one share to a female. 
-If all the children of the deceased are dead and he only left grandchildren, the remainder 
of the estate (after giving the share of the deceased's wife) should be distributed to grand 
children at the rate of two shares to a male versus one share to a female.  
 
Wa Allahu A'lam 
Wassalam 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Monzer Kahf 
---------------------------------------------------- 
SUBJECT:      Distribution of Estate 
 
From:       dialogue@islam-online.net  
Date:        8/6/2001  
Name of Questioner: Abdul Gafoor             Gender: Male  
Age: 31-45            Education: Graduate       Date Submitted: 7/16/2001  
Country of Origin: United Arab Emirates      Country of Residence India  
 
Question:   



Bismillah, Assalamu Alaikkum, A man died, left a wife, 2 female children, father & 
monther. How to divide his property for successors in the light of Al Qur’an. 
Jazakumullah Khairan. 
Notes:   
Please give evidence of Qur’an Verse nos. 
 
My Answer:  
Dear Br. Abdul Gafoor  
Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuh. 
Al Hamdu li Allah wa al Salatu wa al Salam ala Rasuli Allah. 
This case involves what is called in Fiqh "Awal". The distribution is mentioned in case 
(2.i) of the schedule of Mawarith attached to the Last Will and Testament for Muslims in 
North America that you find in my website <www.kahf.net> 
 The distribution is as follows: three twenty-sevenths to the wife, eight twenty-sevenths to 
each of the two daughters, and four twenty-sevenths to each of the parents. 
This is based on verses 11 and 12 of Surah No. 4, but your asking about that is not really 
justified. Fiqh matters are not constructed on one verse or one Hadith. They are derived 
from the totality of verses, Ahadith and rules of derivation known to specialists who 
devoted their time to study these issues. In fact you are not going to find this distribution 
in the verses I mentioned because when you apply the principles delineated in these 2 
verses, you will find that you have a total of 27/24 of the estate to be distributed, and you 
have to work out the solution from the facts that only 24/24 can be distributed and that 
Allah Subhanahu wa Ta'ala gave these instructions to be followed to the best of both their 
letters and their meanings. This is what creates the case of Awal in Fiqh al Mawarith. 
 
Wa Allahu A'lam 
Wassalam 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Monzer Kahf 
-------------------------------------- 
SUBJECT:     Inheritance with siblings 
 
From:   Asicnarf  
Date:    10/4/2001  
 
Question:  
As salaam Alaikum wa rahmatullah.  Dear brother, I was referred to you by a person at 
ISNA to inquire of the provision of estate settlement for the case of my recently deceased 
brother.  He is survived by one brother and two sisters, each Muslim, and one half brother 
on our fathers side who is non-Muslim.  Both parents are deceased and he leaves no wife 
or children.  About half of his estate is comprised of the proceeds of an employment 
related life insurance policy. 
Would you please, InShaAllah inform on this matter and whether it is Islamically 
acceptable to mix life insurance proceeds (having no named beneficiary) with his estate.  
Jazakalah. 
     



My Answer:  
Dear Br. F    
Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuh. 
Al Hamdu li Allah wa al Salatu wa al Salam ala Rasuli Allah. 
You did no mention whether the deceased was Muslim. Let me Assume he was Muslim 
and I will start by praying to Allah to shower his soul with mercy and forgiveness. You 
said that he is survived only by one full brother and two full sister, all Muslims and one 
non-Muslim half brother from father's side. No Ascendants or Descendents. And you ask 
about the inclusion of insurance proceeds into the estate and the distribution of the estate. 
1)- Insurance, life and other kinds, is permissible according to some prominent Muslim 
scholars, especially the late Shaikh Mustafa al Zarka, died 1999;and it is not a matter of 
more Taqwa to take harder position. Insurance contracts are very competitive, usually 
non-exploitive and very helpful, sometimes necessary in contemporary metropolitan 
living. I share the view of Shaikh Zrka. Hence, I think it is permissible to buy and sell 
insurance and to take its proceeds. Further, employer's given insurance is also accepted 
by many of those who do not approve of the normal insurance because it is part of 
employment fringe benefits and usually paid for by the employer, the employee gets the 
benefit only without entering in its contract nor paying premiums (sometimes partial 
payment is deducted from salaries, but that does not change this view).  
There are two opinions about proceeds of life insurance, who takes it? An already name 
beneficiary or the estate (heirs), these two opinions converge in this case because there is 
no specified beneficiary. Hence, life insurance proceeds are part of estate. 
2)- Estate Distribution: Muslim brother and sisters get all the remainder after payment of 
debts, any due and not paid Zakah on the deceased, funeral and burial costs and any other 
costs on the estate such as probate fees, taxes, lawyers' charges, etc., and after payment of 
the distribution to persons and causes nominated in a Last Will, if any, regardless of 
religion of such persons and nature of causes as long as they are benevolent (e.g., a cause 
to harm somebody or some property is not permitted). One half of the remainder should 
be distributed to the brother and one fourth to each of the sisters. 
Your non-Muslim half brother does not inherit any thing because the Shari'ah does not 
permit inheritance between persons of different religions, regardless of the relation. You 
also do not inherit from his estate. BUT if the law in your state gives this half brother any 
share in the estate, you have to give it to him unless you can convince him to forfeit it. If 
you give him anything it goes as a cost on the estate.  
 
Wa Allahu A'lam 
Wassalam 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Monzer Kahf 
--------------------------------- 
SUBJECT:      Distribution of Estate and Custody of Children 
 
From:      dialogue@islam-online.net  
Date:       12/26/2001  
Name of Questioner  Kareema  Gender  Female    Age  31-45  
Education  Graduate    Date Submitted  12/13/2001   Email 



 country of Origin     User Ref. No.  TKSC5Z   country of Residence 
 
Question 
Assalamu Alaikum I have a few questions. I did look through the Fatwa bank but 
did not find answers to my questions there. 1-I understand the division of 
property when a man dies and leaves parents, children and a wife. Is it normal to 
leave the division until the youngest child reaches maturity (18 years of age)? 2- 
Related to the delay of dividing inheritance. There is a bit of a problem as to what 
to do about my husband's car. I am using it to provide for my children but lately it 
has been costing a lot of money to maintain. I don't know if I can sell the car or 
trade it? 3-If a widow re-marries do her children automatically get taken away 
from her? I have been told this is what will happen...an implied threat really. I am 
a revert living in a foreign country with no family support. My late husband's 
family has not been supportive or kind. Also if I do not remarry can my children 
still be taken away from me? 4-I was pressured to leave my husband's house 
after my period of Iddah. I thought that a widow and her children could at least 
stay for 1 year living in peace in my late husband's home?  
 
My Answer: 
Dear Sister Kareema  
Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuh. 
Al Hamdu li Allah wa al Salatu wa al Salam ala Rasuli Allah. 
Let me start, Sister, by praying for mercy and grace to the soul of your late husband and 
for help and support from Allah, Ta'ala, to you, your children and to us all. 
It is very unfortunate that we, in the United States, live under laws of property, 
inheritance and minors' custody that are not compatible with the Shari'ah. Unless there is 
a clear and court-defendable Last Will and a Pre/Post Nuptial agreement between the 
couple that clarifies these issues, whenever the law allow for personal freedom, the 
matters become sometimes complicated. 
Ownership upon death: 
In Shari'ah. the properties of a deceased become owned by the heirs the moment death 
occurred, obviously in the shares prescribed in the Qur'an. Shari'ah does not tolerate a 
concept of estate unless for a very very short period sufficient to pay the depts that may 
exist on the deceased. If both parents survive, they get one-sixth each, wife get one-
eighth and the rest should be divided between the children giving the female half as much 
as the male. The rule is that owners must not be hindered from disposing of their 
properties the way they choose. This requires that if any of the heirs wants to dispose of 
her/his property, s/he must be enabled by having the actual division done in timely 



fashion.  
In Muslim countries the court can impose such division on request from any heir if the 
heirs did not already do that on their own.  But if no heir asks for actual division, estates 
may stay undivided for decades and any action related to them requires the approval of 
all heirs together. The fact that one of the heirs may be a minor does not have to delay 
division since minors always have their custodians who take care of the minors' interests 
and properties. This is the answer to your first question, there is no reason for delaying 
division because a child is still below 18 years old.  
(Only when their is a fetus heir division must be delayed until the fetus is born alive, even 
if its gender is known before birth. The fact is: even a fetus does not delay division 
because you can assume the highest share for it and divide the rest. When the fetus is 
born alive and she/he may deserve less than the amount left aside, such a remainder may 
then be divided again).  
Your second question is more difficult because the answer depends on three things: 1) 
who should be providing for your living expenses and those of the minors after the death 
of their father, and for how long  2) ownership of the car before the division of estate and  
3) what country do you live in (you said foreign country, is it foreign to Shari'ah, 
meaning it does not apply Shari'ah in family matters, or foreign to the country you come 
from) and what kind of legal support do you have in this country. 
Living Expenses 
The Shari'ah rule, with a few variations from one Fiqh school to another, is: You are 
entitled to living expenses, including suitable residence and including needed 
transportation (even with the restriction on movement during Iddah) for the period of 
Iddah. And if you are caring for a minor you and the minor are entitled to the same until 
the minor reaches maturity. During the Iddah period, these living expenses are the 
financial responsibility of your adult children (if there are any) and of the father of your 
late husband.  
During the ensuing period when you are caring for any minor child until they reach 
maturity, the living expenses of yourself and the child are the responsibility of:  
  1- your minor child if he/she can afford it, (considering he/she may have been enriched 
by the inheritance)  
  2- if the minor child cannot afford it, of any adult children you may have AND of the 
father of your late husband.  
It is not your responsibility even if you are rich before or after inheritance. 
(This means, among other things, that there is no Shari'ah justification for pressuring you 
to leave the house, left by your late husband, after Iddah. See details below under "The 
House"). 
The Car 
It seems that a car is your normal transportation you are used to when your husband was 
alive. If so you are entitled to a car. After the death of your husband, his car becomes 
owned by all the heirs in proportion to their respective shares, until the estate is actually 
divided. 
Country and legalities 
If you live in a Muslim country that applies Shari'ah in family matters, you cannot trade 
or sell the car before making actual division of estate; but if you live in a country with 
Latin-cum-Anglo-Saxonian Laws you become, by law, owner of the car and you can 



dispose of it.  
Since from Shari'ah point of view you are only a partial owner, i.e., you only own your 
inherited share, any action you take on the car must be either by permission from other 
partners in ownership or as a partner is what is called "involuntary partnership in 
property." your action must then be to the best interest of all owners of the said property. 
While you are entitled to transportation, if the car is left with you as your means of 
transportation, that is considered as implicit contribution towards fulfilling the 
responsibility of providing transportation, even if it means you are paying part of your 
transpiration that should otherwise be paid in full by grandfather or adult children. 
If the car is left with you after the expiration of your entitlement to transportation, that is 
a good gesture on the part of other owners you should be grateful for. 
In either case, selling the car or replacing it requires a permission from all owners, and if 
your parents-in-law are not supportive nor cooperative, your may still replace it, if this is 
to the best interest of all owners (you said it has become uneconomical to run!) but keep 
records of its value to add it to the estate for actual distribution to heirs, when the division 
happens. At the same time, keep records of the cost of your transportation, for the period 
you are entitled to, to adjust this cost toward the share of the car value belonging to 
grandfather and adult children. 
If you sell it after the expiration of the period of the grandfather's and adult children's 
financial responsibility, this latter situation requires you to estimate the value of the car at 
the end of that period because the value of the car then must be distributed to all the heirs. 
The answer to your second question is: it is better to take permission of other heirs before 
replacing the car. If your parents-in-law are not cooperative, your action in selling must 
be to the best interest of all owners, remember you and your children own two-thirds, and 
you need to keep records of shares as explained, you are also entitled to cost of 
transportation and other living expenses as explained above, records of it should also be 
kept to be charged to whoever is responsible for them when you make the division. 
The house 
Remember, you and your children (majors and minors) together own most of the estate of 
your late husband and you cannot be removed from a house and other properties--you 
own two-thirds of them!    
During Iddah and while you care for a minor child, you are also entitled to residence of 
the same level you were living in before the death of your husband, and the same house is 
obviously the most qualified residence to that level. 
The answer to your fourth question is that you cannot be removed from the house left by 
your late husband. After the Iddah and the period in which you are raising minor 
children, if any, you will owe your parents-in-law rent for *their* shares in the house. 
Custody and guardianship of children 
In Shari'ah, minors have a right to be provided guardianship/custody. This is the right of 
the minor, not something "belonging to" any body else, including the mother.    
Here are the basic principles of custody and guardianship, to give you the big picture: 
Minors have a right to be with their parents if they are alive and living together.  
At divorce, minors have the right to be with the Muslim parent if both parents are not 
Muslim because they have the right to be exposed to the religion of Fitra (created nature) 
and a non-Muslim parent may negatively influence this Fitra as the Prophet, pbuh, 
mentioned in an authentic Hadith. 



If both parents are Muslim and one of them dies (your situation), Minor children have the 
right to be with a caring blood-related female under a blood-related male as head of 
family.  The list of relatives with custodial priority is given by the Prophet, pbuh, as 
follows:  
1. the mother if not married, or married to a brother of the deceased;  
2. the mother's mother, provided she is not married to a man not related by blood to the 
children;  
3. the father's mother, provided she is not married to man not related by blood to the 
children; 
4.  The children mother's sister, then their father's sister, with the same condition.  
 
5. When none of the above are available (they do not exist or are mentally or behaviorally 
unqualified), the court assigns foster parents by returning to this same list of priorities 
and using the first one available even if they are married to an unrelated man, then going 
to others on the ground of what is best for the minors. 
Let us apply these principles to your case. If you remain unmarried, or if you marry a 
brother of your late husband, your minor children remain with you. 
Since you don't have a Muslim mother or sister, if you marry an unrelated man, custody 
would go to the minors' paternal grandmother, as long as she is still married to the 
paternal grandfather (or widowed). 
If you don't get married, Shari'ah does not permit them to take a minor from you. 
There is a little problem though with the definition of a minor child.  Fiqh Schools differ 
on the age limit determining who is considered a minor child. For instance, if you live in 
Saudi Arabia, grandparents can take a girl at the age of 9 (probably even at 7, I am not 
sure) and a boy at puberty as this comes from the Hanbali school. If you are in Egypt, 
both can stay with you until puberty (I am not sure too, probably until marriage for the 
girl and until 18 for a boy).  There are countries that allow minors to select their guardian 
after a certain age.  
All these view are accommodated in the text of Ahadith, and apparently, it must depend 
on the other circumstances. 
Also important: There is a distinction between financial custody and care-providing 
custody or guardianship. Financial custody --the responsibility for managing the minor's 
property--rests with the paternal grandfather, even while the mother is the care-providing 
custodian, the one who actually raises the children. But from Shari'ah point of view, you 
are qualified to be your minor children's financial custodian. If you are in a Muslim 
country that applies Shari'ah in Family matters (most Muslim countries do, only 
exception may be Turkey and to some extent Tunisia and may be Indonesia, on the other 
hand India applies Shari'ah for Muslims there) you have to fight for it in court and prove 
that you are a better financial custodian than your father in law. And you can get it. 
 
Wa Allahu A'lam 
Wassalam 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Monzer Kahf  
------------------------ 
 SUBJECT:      Inheritance of children of deceased child. 



  
From:     dialogue@islam-online.net  
Sent:      September 01, 2002 
Name of Questioner  Sarfaraz  Gender  Male     Age  21-30  
Education  Diploma    Date Submitted  8/20/2002   Email 
country of Origin  India  User Ref. No.  66DJ5C  country of Res.  India  
 
Question 
Assalamu Alaikum! My question is regarding estate distribution. Our family has got a 
land which my grandfather had bought long before. My father has expired 11 years back 
i.e. before my grandfather. My grandfather also expired some 7 years back without 
distributing the land among his children. He has got 4 sons including my father and 4 
daughters. Now the eldest uncle is saying that grandson has no share in grandfather's 
estate and as my father is also not alive he will also not get the share. So I just wanted to 
ask whether ISLAM has such a condition that a son after death does not have share in 
father’s estate and even the grandson instead of his father cannot have a share. If so, I 
will forget about it because ALLAH's order has got far more importance than the share. I 
hope you will understand my question and guide me on the right path. Thank You  
 
My Answer: 
Bismi Allah al Rahman al Rahim 
Al Hamdu li Allah Rabb al 'Alamin 
wa al Salatu wa al Salamu 'ala Sayyidina Muhammad wa 'Ala 'Alihi wa Ashabihi Ajma'in 
Dear Br. Sarfaraz    
Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuh. 
Your question is very important and relevant. 
There is nothing on this issue in the Qur'an and Sunnah. This explains that the four 
schools of Fiqh did not take any opinion on it, thus leaving the estate to be distributed 
only to the surviving children of the grandfather, i.e., your uncles and aunts. 
However, there are opinions in our rich Fiqh heritage that considers the grandchildren of 
a deceased child among the heirs. This is taken up under a title called "an obligatory last 
will" that can be imposed by the government. Several family laws that are derived from 
Shari'ah in several Muslim countries took that approach. These include Egypt, Syria, 
Algeria and several others. It works as follows: the law mentions that children of a 
deceased child take the share of their father provided it does not exceed one third of the 
total estate. If it does they only take the one third and the rest goes to the uncle and 
aunt (notice this happens only if the grandfather is survived by no more than one uncle 
and one aunt. 
The application to your case: does the Indian law of Muslim family and inheritance 
mentions any thing about it? if not and your uncles and aunts accept to apply the Syrian 
laws for instance, you and your sisters and brothers get the share of your father as if he 
were alive when your grandfather died. This share should be distributed between you on 
the basis of 2 parts to a male and one part to a female. If the law does not say it and the 
uncles and aunts do not accept it, sorry you guys have no share in the estate of your 
grandfather. 



 
Wa Allahu A'lam 
Wa Al Hamdu li Allah Rabb al 'Alamin 
Wassalam 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Monzer Kahf  
------------------------------ 
SUBJECT:          The basis of the Islamic inheritance system 
 
From:       dialogue@islam-online.net 
Sent:         June 02, 2002  
Name of Questioner  Carolin     Gender      Age 
Education      Date Submitted  5/28/2002   Email 
country of Origin  Germany  User Ref. No.  4JXFRY  country of Residence 
 
Question 
Salam Alaikum, I have got a question about heritage. I am a 19 year old girl and am now 
in the situation to think about whom to give the amount of money I have in the situation 
of my death. I could distribute in on my own desire to the person I would like to give it 
to, but are there any Islamic rules of distribute the estate? Another problem is, that, if it is 
a rule to give a part of the money to the father, need I to give it to my biological father 
(non-Muslim)? Because i am living together with the family of my stepfather (with my 
real mom who married new) who cares about me as if I am his real daughter. My real 
father doesn’t care for me normally he does not even pay the money he should pay, 
although it is a very small amount. That’s why we don’t want that he gets some part of 
the heritage. So I am only talking about my Muslim family (there are other half brothers 
and sisters from marriages of my real dad with other women), including my step-dad, a 
half-sister and a half-brother and my mom. With hope to receive a fast answer, Salam 
Alaikum, carolin 
 
My Answer:  
Bismi Allah al Rahman al Rahim 
Al Hamdu li Allah Rabb al 'Alamin 
Wa al Salatu wa al Salamu 'ala Sayyidina Muhammad wa 'Ala 'Alihi wa Ashabihi 
Ajma'in 
Dear Sr. Carolin 
Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuh. 
I am sure you mean by the word heritage you used the issue of inheritance that is how to 
distribute the estate of a person who died.  
Islam has a complete system of estate distribution and it is obligatory on all Muslims. The 
point is that one of the basic principles of the Islamic faith and religion is that we all 
belong to God, God is the real owner of us and of all what we own as the Qur’an states in 
several places. On the basis of this principle the ownership of any property we own in our 
life ceases by death and the property goes back to its real owner, God, in the Qur’an, 
especially in Surah Number 5 (several Verses around the beginning and a few more 
verses scattered in the Surah) gave clear distribution of the estate of the deceased.  



I need to know more details about your family, to be able to give you how it applies in 
your case. But one of the points is that any relative who is not a Muslim, your father in 
the case you mentioned, must not inherit any thing from a Muslim. Also stepfather does 
not inherit. Full brothers/sisters, brothers/sisters from father side (not from stepfather’s) 
and brothers/sisters from mother side all may inherit but they have different shares in 
accordance with their relation. Mother (of course if Muslim) also inherit. The shares of 
every relative sometimes differ depending on whether the dead person had children or 
not.  
One very important point is that because the Islamic system is obligatory and because 
you live in Germany, a country that does not have an Islamic law of inheritance, you and 
every Muslim must write a last will that determines in clear terms that you want your 
estate be distributed the way it is described in the Qur’an. You find a form of such Last 
Will in the website of the Islamic Society of North America www.isna.net and in my 
personal website www.kahf.net , please check the last will on the website and if you have 
any further question contact Islam on line or me. 
 
Wa Allahu A'lam 
Wassalam 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Monzer Kahf 
-------------------------- 
SUBJECT:      The inheritance system is mandatory 
 
From:       dialogue@islam-online.net 
Sent:         May 23, 2002 4:45 PM 
Name of Questioner  zainon   Gender  Female   Age  31-45  
Education Diploma    Date Submitted5/15/2002  Email  
Country of Origin Malaysia  User ref. No. U86XZ9      country of Res. Malaysia  
 
Question 
Assalamualaikum Warahmatullahhi Wabarakatuh. This matter is relating to the 
law of inheritance. My family had followed the Fara’id system after the death of 
my father 3 yrs ago. My father had specifically instructed vocally that he wants 
equal distributions of his property to all his siblings. Because some objected to it 
we decided to use the Fara’id system for that period. That period refer to the 
assets and money which were in existence prior to his death. However, we want 
to know what happened to the ongoing arrangement of income from his 
investment, i.e., rental income which is still generating income for the presence 
and the future. Would that income too fall into the same category i.e Faraid 
system of distribution? Some of us felt that only the existing assets and money 
which was frozen prior to his death should be distributed via the Faraid way. And 



the ongoing income should be distributed equally since everyone has an equal 
share in the company which holds the equity for that investment. I hope you can 
enlighten me on this particular matter. God Bless. Thank You. Wasssallam. 
 
My Answer:  
Bismi Allah al Rahman al Rahim 
Al Hamdu li Allah Rabb al 'Alamin 
Wa al Salatu wa al Salamu 'ala Sayyidina Muhammad wa 'Ala 'Alihi wa Ashabihi 
Ajma'in 
 Dear Sr. zainon 
Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuh. 
If you mean by the Faraid System the inheritance system of the Shari’ah as it is 
sometimes called “Ilm al Faraid”, then it obligatory for every Muslim to follow it and no 
Muslim has any choice by will or desire to make any different distribution. Any different 
distribution is sinful and a great sin from the Shari’ah point of view to the deceased and 
to any heir who accept to take any share that is more than what the Ilm al Faraid assigns 
her/him. Therefore your father had no right to distribute equally!  
Then you said to “siblings.” I didn’t quite understand what you mean, are you the only 
child, then you got one half and the rest were distributed to his brothers and sisters? If 
this is the case the second half must be distributed so that a sister gets one share and a 
brother gets two shares, i.e., twice as much as a sister. 
If distribution has taken place, it must cover all properties owned by your father at the 
time of his death. Any income that accrues after that day it accrues to the new owners. In 
other words, the company that was owned by your father has become owned by the heirs 
from the day of death. Any new income is certainly owned by the heirs in proportion to 
their ownership in the assets that have transferred to them on that day according to the 
Shari’ah. 
 
Wa Allahu A'lam 
Wassalam 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Monzer Kahf 
 ------------------------ 
SUBJECT:       Last will must distribute according to The Shari’ah 
 
From:      dialogue@islam-online.net  
Sent:       April 18, 2002 4:38 PM 
Name of Questioner  SanaUllah   Gender Male   Age  31-45  
Education Graduate    Date Submitted4/5/2002  Email 
country of Origin  Pakistan  User ref. No. BPFTRT  country of Res. Pakistan  
 
Question 
Assalamu Alaikum: Sub: Wealth Distribution among spouse and children I have one 
wife, 5 daughters and 2 sons. And going to write my will and making a trust for 



protection. 1) What is the % is for wife, daughter and son according to Shari’ah? 2) MY 
oldest daughter is married but still in high school and my youngest son is 5 years old, 
should I consider their age while writing a will, what is in Shari’ah on this age while we 
are writing a will. 3) If we write a will according that does not match in Shari’ah, is this 
sin? Looking forward to answer and advise. Wasslam/Sana Ullah  
 
My Answer:  
Bismi Allah al Rahman al Rahim 
Al Hamdu li Allah Rabb al 'Alamin 
Wa al Salatu wa al Salamu 'ala Sayyidina Muhammad wa 'Ala 'Alihi wa Ashabihi 
Ajma'in 
Dear Br. Sana   Ullah  
Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuh. 
1- If you live in Pakistan, the estate is going to be distributed according to the Shari'ah, 
you don't need to write a will for its distribution. But in Pakistan and in all Muslim 
countries you still may write a will for distribution of up to one third of the estate to 
charities and non-heirs before any distribution to heirs; in such a case the  remainder only 
will be distributed to your heirs according to Shari'ah. Please notice in this regards two 
important principles of the Shari'ah (Islamic Law): 1) property is all owned by God, we 
are also owned by God. He gave it to persons only during their life time. Upon death all 
our personal properties go back to God. This implies that we do not have a right to 
dispose of any properties after we die. It also means that God makes the distribution, in 
details in the Qur'an, especially Surah 4. 2) God, as Abu Bakr al Siddiq the first successor 
Khalifah after the Prophet, pbuh, said had made a charity on us by permitting us to give 
to charity and to non heirs a maximum of one third of the estate. You cannot distribute 
any thing of this to any heirs, e. g., you cannot give under this clause to your minor child, 
or to your handicapped child, God forbid. Actually, the Laws of property, marriage and 
inheritance are very distinct in Islam from other cultures, and they are basically and 
mostly laid down by God in the Qur'an itself. 
2- If you live in any country that has no Islamic family and inheritance laws, you have to 
write a Last will, because should you die estate will not be distributed in accordance with 
Shari'ah if you did not leave a Last Will. It is sinful to make any distribution in violation 
of any of the Shari'ah articles on inheritance.  
3- The Shari'ah does not differentiate between daughters on the basis of marriage; it does 
not differentiate between children on the basis of age, handicap, mental health, needs, 
wealth they already own. The reason is that Shari'ah establishes a system of solidarity and 
financial responsibility between members of the family, if one is in need, for any reasons 
others are required to help. A minor's share is equal an adult's, single or married, etc. 
Then one who needs help for marriage, health care or what not, his close family 
members, especially father, mother, brother, sister, grandfather, grandmother, etc. are 
required according to Shari'ah to come to help. 
4- The info you gave is not sufficient to make distribution in Last Will. a) Are you 
parents or any of them alive? b) How about your real estate and probably other 
properties? Are they owned by both you and your wife together as half/half? c) If yes, are 
the parents of your wife alive?  



5- If the answer to question 4b is yes, each one of you actually owns one half of the total 
of your properties, and both of you have to write a Last Will for each separate and the 
consent of each spouse must be on the other's last will to approve of the distribution of 
that one half of the estate. If you live in the USA you may need to consult a lawyer and a 
Shari'ah specialist in Inheritance. 
6- If either of you or your spouse has parents, one or both, each parent inherits one sixth 
of the total estate or of the remainder if you opted to take advantage of  the privilege 
mentioned in 1-2) above. In your Last Will your wife's share is one eighth and in hers 
your share is one fourth. The remainder must be distributed between your children in 
such a way that each boy gets twice as much as each girl, i.e., in your case the remainder 
shall be divided into nine shares and one share shall be distributed to each of the girls and 
two shares must be given to each of the boys. This applies on both your last will and your 
wife's. 
7- Please read the last will on either www.ISNA.net   or  www.kahf.net. If you live in the 
USA you may be better off making a revocable living trust than making a last will. 
    
Wa Allahu A'lam 
Wassalam 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Monzer Kahf 
------------------------ 
 
  II.    INHERITANCE FROM NON-MUSLIMS 
 
 
SUBJECT:     Inheritance from non-Muslims 
 
From:       dialogue@islam-online.net 
Date:        4/18/2001 
Name of Questioner: Aisha         Gender: Female   Age: 31-45  
Education: Diploma         Date Submitted: 4/13/2001  
country of Origin: United Kingdom   Country of Residence: U K  
 
Question:  
Assalamu Alaikum. InShaAllah you are in good health. I am an English Muslim married 
to an Arab Muslim for some 20 years now. My parents are not Muslim. They are very 
good people and have worked very hard all their lives. They have both now retired from 
work because of their age. They are very honest people. Please could you tell me if I am 
allowed to accept money or any personal belongings from them after their death. Jazaka 
Allahu Khairan. Am I allowed to accept anything left to me in their Will. Assalam 
Alaikum 
 
My Answer:  
Dear Sr. Aisha 
Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuh. 
Al Hamdu li Allah wa al Salatu wa al Salam ala Rasuli Allah. 



Although Inheritance and Last Will are very much connected, a distinction is always 
necessary. In the Islamic Shari'ah’s Inheritance System, difference in religion prevents 
inter-inheritance. This means that a Muslim may not inherit a non-Muslim and vice versa, 
(there is an opinion in the Malikites school of Fiqh that only a non-Muslim may not 
inherit a Muslim While a Muslim may inherit a non-Muslim. I personally think that it is 
unnecessarily and unjustifiably discriminatory). The Islamic inheritance system is applied 
by law in the Muslim countries on all Muslims, non-Muslims have their own systems but 
in several Muslim countries they actually selected the Islamic Inheritance System. THE 
ISLAMIC INHERITANCE SYSTEM OBVIOUSLY DOES NOT APPLY TO NON-
MUSLIM IN COUNTRIES THAT DO NOT ADOPT THE ISLAMIC INHERTANCE 
SYSTEM. 
The implication of this point is extremely important: it means that if the laws in those 
countries permit Muslims to inherit non-Muslims these laws apply and it is, then, 
certainly permissible for a Muslim to take the property given to her/him by the law of the 
land. The argument is that here is a property given by law without any action on the part 
of a Muslim and without violation of any moral principle or value, Islamic or otherwise. 
In other words, it is obvious (and agreed upon in all the Islamic Schools of Fiqh) that the 
Islamic law does not apply in non-Muslim lands, and a Muslim is earning this property 
without any violation of moral and legal values. 
This argument is supported by yet another, and may be more important, point that 
prevails in most, probably all, Western countries including the USA and the UK. In these 
countries a Last Will supercedes the inheritance law. This means that properties left by a 
deceased must be distributed according to her/his desire as expressed in the Last Will. If 
you take the estate of your parents after their death by their Will, it is as Halal and 
permissible as taking it as gift during their life. This is unquestionably permissible in all 
laws, Islamic and otherwise. Most people in these countries make their own Last Wills 
for the distribution of their estates. (Remember that giving through a Last Will is 
restricted, in Islam, to non-heirs and within a maximum of one-third of the estate, but it is 
not restricted in the Western laws). 
THE CONCLUSION: IT IS PERMISSIBLE AND HALAL IN SHARI'AH TO TAKE 
AND ACCEPT PROPERTIES FROM THE ESTATE OF A DECEASED NON-
MUSLIM WHETHER IT IS DONE BY LAW OR BY A PERSONAL LAST WILL. 
Please allow me to add two more things since you mentioned how nice your parents are: 
1) please keep advising them to take the Shahadah and reminding them up to the last 
minute of the Life After and the Day of Judgment. Who knows they may end up in 
Jannah with your help and you get the great reward of having someone accept the truth 
with your help and explanation. 2) Remember to keep being kind and nice to them even if 
they remain the way they are or become irritating. The verses that require a Muslim to be 
kind to parents are not by any means restricted to Muslim parents. Kind treatment to 
parents is an obligation Allah, Ta'ala, imposed on all Muslims. 
 
Wa Allahu A'lam 
Wassalam 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Monzer Kahf 
--------------------------------- 



SSUBJECT:    Inheritance from non-Muslim and proceeds of life insurance 
 
From:     LatinoDawahNY@aol.com  
Sent:       March 15, 2003  
 
Question 
Salaam Alaikum, 
Jazakallah for taking your time to answer this question.  My non-Muslim father recently 
passed away. He had a life insurance policy.  I wanted to know if it is permissible for me 
to accept my share of this inheritance.  Specifically I have done some research and found 
that scholars have conflicting answers with regard to the permissibility of Muslims 
having their own life insurance policies.  However, in this particular case the amount left 
to me is a gift (inheritance), not something that I have paid any money or interest into (if 
that makes sense).  Does that have any bearing on its permissibility?  That is, if it is a gift 
am I obligated to question it? 
Thank you for your time  
Salaam 
Sr. Samantha 
 
My Answer: 
Bismi Allah al Rahman al Rahim 
Al Hamdu li Allah Rabb al 'Alamin 
wa al Salatu wa al Salamu 'ala Sayyidina Muhammad wa 'Ala 'Alihi wa Ashabihi Ajma'in 
Dear Sr. Samantha 
Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuh. 
In your kind question you actually raised four issues: life insurance, inheritance between 
Muslims and non-Muslims, is the proceeds of life insurance an inheritance? and gifts 
between non-Muslims and Muslims. I will try to give brief answers to all of them. 
1 - Life insurance and all forms of insurance too are controversial. Almost all Fuqaha 
who argue against it have very little experience of life in Western countries and cannot 
imagine how useful insurance is; it is rather important. This applies to insurance in 
general and life insurance in specific. Those who have some experience or knowledge 
about live in the industrial countries all almost all for the permissibility of insurance of all 
kinds. I believe it is permissible. The main evidence is its usefulness while it does not 
violate any of the objective or specific texts of Shari'ah, there are similar examples in 
known permissible contract such as the contract to guarantee ravel road safety and the 
'Aqila system for payment of compensation of injuries inflicted without any criminal 
intention, it is not based on interest (as the nature of contract, although many life 
insurance contracts have interest clauses and such clauses are certainly prohibited, the 
thing that makes certain kinds of life insurance prohibited), it is not based on gambling, 
and the amount of ambiguity in the contract is within Shari'ah tolerable level). I believe 
that it is permissible for Muslims to take certain kinds of life insurance contracts. This 
contract was taken by a non-Muslim who is certainly not required to follow the rulings of 
Shari'ah because he is first asked to accept the truth of the Oneness of God and the 
Prophethood of Muhammad, pbuh. Consequently this discussion is in reference to your 
reading on insurance. 



2 - Inheritance between Muslims and non-Muslims is not permissible, two ways. There 
are several Sayings against it and this is the view of the four schools of Fiqh. There is a 
minority opinion in the Malikites school that this prohibition is only one way, and that 
Muslims may inherit from non-Muslims. The Sayings about the inheritance of Saad, the 
companion, from his father (the Prophet prevented him to take any share and left all the 
estate to his non-Muslim brother) stand against this. Beside this opinion is discriminatory 
and seems to be against the justice spirit of Islam. 
BUT what is at stake doesn't have to be understood as inheritance. If a non-Muslim dies 
and is survived by a Muslim close relative. The deceased either had a Last Will or not. If 
the deceased had a Last Will distribution is done by virtue of this Will, this is not 
inheritance according to Shari'ah, therefore by virtue of a Last Will of a non-Muslim it is 
permissible to a Muslim to take what is assigned to her/him in the Will regardless of its 
percentage to the total amount of estate. Please notice here that non-Muslims are not 
required to limit the distribution through a Last Will to only one third because this 
requirement is again a Shari'ah ruling that doesn't apply to non-Muslims. 
If the deceased did not leave a Last Will, the state Law decrees the distribution, 
regardless of what is it called in the state Laws, this is a giving by virtue of the law, why 
should we call it inheritance in Islam. It is not inheritance and it does not apply the rules 
of inheritance that are known in Islam. IT IS A DISTRIBUTION BY VIRTUE OF THE 
LAW regardless of what triggers the Law to do it (for instance, Canada distribute a 
certain acreage to people who migrate to northern Alberta, is this an inheritance from the 
state?). It is permissible to take this distribution regardless of what it is called in the state 
Laws. 
For Muslims in America, the only way to enforce the Islamic inheritance Law is through 
Willed distribution (by a Last Will or better a Revocable Living Trust) In such a Will 
Muslims are prohibited to give any share to non-Muslim relatives (including non-Muslim 
wife) except through the one third that is assigned to non-heirs and permitted to be given 
to non-Muslims and to institutions and for distribution to the poor and needy through a 
Trustee. 
3 - Are life insurance proceeds part of the estate in inheritance? The argument against it is 
strong because only the Tarikah (estate) can be inherited. But the Tarikah has a specific 
meaning in Islamic Fiqh: it is all properties that the deceased owned. It is then not 
necessarily equal the state laws' definition of "estate."In fact according to some states, I 
know it is in California, insurance proceeds can be left outside the estate by assigning a 
beneficiary or a trustee for the proceeds, consequently insurance proceeds go the 
beneficiaries or trustee tax free. INSURANCE PROCEEDS WERE NOT OWNED BY 
THE DECEASED BECAUSE THEY ONLY EXIST AFTER DEATH and upon 
presentation of a death certificate. If they were not owned by the deceased, it is then 
permissible for the owner of the insurance policy to name any beneficiary(ies) and the 
distribution of the proceeds doesn't have to follow the rules of inheritance. We have 
similar case in the Shari'ah that is the case of Family Waqf. you make a deed of a family 
Waqf and the distribution of its revenues and its assets, if the Waqf is made for a given 
period, doesn't have to follow the same shares of inheritance. SINCE THE PROCEEDS 
OF THE LIFE INSURANCE OF YOUR DECEASED FATHER IS NOT 
INHERITANCE ANYWAY, WHY WORRY ABOUT INHERITANCE BETWEEN 
MUSLIMS AND NON-MUSLIMS? 



  
4 - Gifts are certainly permitted between Muslims and non-Muslims, no limits what so 
ever. There many reports that the Prophet, pbuh, has done that several times: giving gifts 
to non-Muslims and accepting gifts from non-Muslims. 
 
Wa Allahu A'lam 
Wa Alhamdu li Allah Rabbi al 'Alamin 
Wassalam 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Monzer Kahf 
----------------------------- 
 
  III.    IS WRITING A LAST WILL NECESSARY? 
 
 
SUBJECT:      Is writing a last will necessary? 
From: Sister Jasmine 
 
Question:  Do I have to write a Last Will, I live in the USA. 
 
My Answer:  
Dear Sister Jasmine 
Assalamu Alaykum Wa Rahmatullahi Wa Barakatuh 
Al Hamdu li Allah wa al Salatu wa al Salam ala Rasuli Allah. 
You're right sister, in Muslim countries the residual goes to the state. In our case in non 
Muslim countries, you MUST WRITE THE RESIDUAL AS A WILL TO ISLAMIC 
ORGANIZATION(S). You may like to make a Waqf (trust or endowment) to the benefit 
of one of the Islamic organizations, local or national. 
 
Wa Allahu A'lam 
Wassalam 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Monzer Kahf 
---------------------------------------- 
   
  IV.    DONATIONS OF MEMBERS IN A LAST WILL 
 
 
SUBJECT: Donation of members in a last will 
 
Date:   1/25/00 
 
My Answer 
Yes, Sister, May Allah be with you always, you can write that note about members 
donations in your Last Will; and you may make any condition you like except selling an 



organ for a price because it is priceless and it is not yours but Allah's. Keep in mind that 
without research lives cannot be saved too!  
 
Wassalam 
Monzer Kahf 
---------------------------------------- 
 
  V.    LAST WILL IN CASE OF TWO OR MORE WIVES 
 
 
SUBJECT:        Last Will of a man with two wives in USA and inclusion of insurance  
    policy 
 
From:     Br. Malik 
Date:      2/19/2001 
 
Question 
 
As Salaam Alaikum. I have two questions: 
My first question is:  Which case formula will be used for Mawarith (The Islamic 
Distribution of the Estate)? I have two wives:  1 wife with 4 sons, and 5 daughters and 1 
wife with no children  
My second question:  Can insurance policies be included? How? 
 
My Answer:  
Dear Br. Malik  
Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuh. 
Al Hamdu li Allah wa al Salatu wa al Salam ala Rasuli Allah. 
A - THE LAST WILL 
You know, Dear Br. Malik, that American law does not recognize more than one wife. 
This is the reason we did not include this case in our published format. 
My suggestion for your case, and I made a similar suggestion to other brothers and sisters 
with similar and/or simpler cases, is to summarize the schedule of Mawarith that you 
attach to your Last Will or Living Trust. The way you do it is the following: remember 
you did not tell me whether you have any Muslim parents or grand parents. So I will 
make the following assumptions: you do not have living Muslim parents, or grand parents 
and your two wives are Muslim. 
In Article five instead of ISNA schedule A you say that the remainder shall be distributed 
as follows: 
1 – IF I AM SURVIVED BY MY WIFE . . . . . .AND BY  . . . . . ., ONE-EIGHTH (1/8) 
SHALL BE DISTRIBUTED EQUALLY TO MY WIFE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . AND TO . . . . 
. . . . . . WHOM I TOOK LIKE WIFE [note: I suggest that you don't say second wife, 
although no body is going to charge you in the grave, in order to avoid giving any excuse 
to any hostile person to claim any illegality in your will, you don't want to open such a 
possibility]. IF ANY OF THEM DOES NOT SURVIVE ME THE ONE EIGHTH 
SHOULD BE GIVEN TO THE SURVIVOR OF THEM.  



2 - THE REMAINDER SHALL BE DISTRIBUTED TO MY SONS AND 
DAUGHTERS, FOR EACH SON TWICE AS MUCH AS FOR EACH DAUGHTER. 
3 - IF ANY OF MY CHILDREN DOES NOT SURVIVE ME, HER/HIS CHILDREN 
MUST BE GIVEN THE SHARE OF THEIR PARENT, ON THE SAME RULE OF A 
MALE GETS TWICE AS MUCH AS A FEMALE, PROVIDED THAT THE TOTAL 
SHARES OF MY GRANDCHILDREN DOES NOT EXCEED ONE THIRD OF THE 
REMAINDER. ANY THING ABOVE THE ONE-THIRD MUST BE RENDERED TO 
MY SONS AND DAUGHTERS ON THE SAME PROPORTION. 
 If in the future you get any children from the second wife, you must remember to register 
them as your children so that they can be included in the above article.  
Leave other Articles of the Last Will as they are. 
B - For life insurance: 
It is better to keep the distribution on the same rules as Mawarith. So you may add the 
death benefit to the estate, by making your estate the beneficiary. 
But for tax purposes and to avoid probate you better make your heirs the beneficiaries 
directly with the insurance company. You give the same three points above, with details 
of names and addresses to the company as beneficiaries. 
 
Wa Allahu A'lam 
Wassalam 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Monzer Kahf 
----------------------------- 
 
  VI.    SIGNATORY, TRUSTEES AND PROCEDURAL MATTERS  
         OF LAST WILL 
 
 
SUBJECT:   Signatory and Trustee of a Last Will 
 
From:     Sister Samia  
Date:   1/24/00 
 
My Answer 
Dear Sr. Samia 
Assalamu Alaikum, 
You are the testator of your own Last Will, one who writes the Last Will and signs it, 
Witnesses (2 or 3) sing on page 7  
The executor is the person you appointed and named in article II, it may be a bank, or a 
natural person such as your sister, son, grand daughter, etc. (the word "/bank" was added 
when the form was printed and I did not notice it, since there are no Islamic banks here in 
North America, we should not encourage having a bank as a trustee or executor for a 
Muslim family, it is however corrected in the Internet copy).. 
 
Sincerely 
Monzer Kahf 



--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
SUBJECT:     Witnesses and notary of Last Will 
 
Date:   1/24/00 
 
My Answer 
Dear      Sister Almas 
Assalamu Alaikum, 
1 - It is always better to have young witnesses, who are expected to survive you, 
2 – “Two witnesses” are always better than one 
3 - The notary public is not one of the witnesses, he and witnesses need only to sign last 
page, though you have to sign all pages in their presence. 
4 - Your husband needs his own independent Last Will, although you own your 
properties jointly. 
 
May Allah bless you and Selamet 
Monzer Kahf 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
SUBJECT:  Witnesses and notary of Last Will  
 
Date: 1/23/00 
Dear Sr. Almas 
Assalamu Alaikum, 
Thanks for your letter and your good feeling about the format of last will. I hope it serves 
your purpose. 
 
My Answer: 
1 - a - you don’t need to sign on the cases 1 to 8. When you read through the last will you 
shall notice that it is made in such a way that takes care of any future changes in family. 
The cases 1 to 8 cover in fact all possible family structure. Case 8 is meant for the rare 
situations that must be referred to a Shari’ah specialist through ISNA. No names of 
children, or other potential heirs need to be mentioned in the text of this Wassiyyah. The 
fact is that it is formulated to do for Muslim communities in North America the job of the 
inheritance law that exists in most Muslim countries and in some others, like India. 
b - It is always better, as suggested in the form of the Last Will, that you sign all pages 
including the annex, schedule A. 
2 - India has an Islamic inheritance law for Muslims. Hence your properties there are 
covered by the Islamic law upon death. You do not need to worry about that the way we 
worry here in America where there is no Islamic inheritance law.  
      However, if you want to give for charity, to organizations and/or non-heir individuals, 
you may use the same last will for your properties anywhere in the word. 
3 - After signing it, in presence of witnesses and notary public, you need to keep it in a 
safe place, accessible to potential heirs and the executor. You better make several 
originally signed copies and keep one with you, one with the appointed executor and 
guardian, and a few copies with some of the potential heirs. Upon death, after long life 
full of obedience to Allah, InShaAllah, heirs may execute it without any contesting, they 



definitely need to get a permission from the probate court and to notify the federal and 
state tax authority and other related authorities in the city for proper transfer of 
ownership. If any one contests your last will they have to settle their dispute in a court of 
competent jurisdiction. 
4 - Donation of members after death is not part of a Last Will as defined in Shari’ah. It 
may be included in it, and I think this may very well be convenient. There is now a body 
that gives collective fatwa, at the international Islamic level. It is called the Islamic Fiqh 
Academy of the Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC). It is headquartered in 
Jeddah, and it discussed this issue in one of its meeting and resolved that it is permissible 
in Shari’ah. Yes you can include such a thing in your personal last will. 
5 - Disconnecting a life machine is a more difficult question and my answer to it goes in 
steps as follows: 
a - If it is medically determined that life came to an end, and the machine only extends 
the heart beats, removing the machine is permissible. 
b - Suicide and infliction of any personal harm on one's body is not permissible.  
c - Taking medicine and seeking cures for illnesses and other harms is not, agreeably, 
obligatory but very highly recommended in Shari’ah as the Prophet, pbuh, explicitly 
ordered taking medicine and, on rare occasions, he also permitted some people to live 
with their illnesses without seeking a cure. In other words, the matter has several opinions 
although it is tilted towards favoring taking medicine and seeking cures.  
Based on all that I suggest that you better leave this issue to be decided by the medical art 
at the time and do not take any preemptive stand on it in your Last Will other than saying 
something like this: “if two competent physicians determined that I am medically dead, I 
ordain lifting and removal of machines that keep the heart beating and blood running.” 
 
Thank you, Sister, and May Allah bless you  
Monzer Kahf 
--------------------- 
SUBJECT:        Beneficiary in a special document and Last Will 
 
From:    Islam on line 
Date:     3/20/2001   
Nmae of questioner    Mansoor 
 
Question 
Wa Alekum Salaam Wa Rahmatullahi Wa Barakatuh  
Jazaka'Allah Khairan for the quick reply. One quick question, generally the banks or 
other institutes ask you to write the name of the beneficiary on their application forms. I 
usually write my wife's name on it. I hope the Last Will shall supercede everything. 
By the way I live in NJ, USA. Wassalam 
 
My Answer:  
Dear Br. Mansoor, 
Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuh. 
Al Hamdu li Allah wa al Salatu wa al Salam ala Rasuli Allah. 
This question has to be given to a lawyer, to my knowledge a beneficiary in a specific 



document, like a bank document or an insurance policy supercedes a general document 
such as the Last Will unless you make in the Will a specific reference to the special 
document with its date and number. 
I officially lived in NJ for almost 20 years and my Brother is now there. 
 
Wa Allahu A'lam 
Wassalam 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Monzer Kahf 
------------------------- 
 
  VII.     DISCOVERING A DEBT ON THE ESTATE UNKNOWN AT 
              TIME OF DISTRIBUTION 
 
 
SUBJECT:      Discovering a debt on the estate unknown at time of distribution 
 
From:     dialogue@islam-online.net  
Sent:      January 17, 2003  
Name of Questioner  Yehia  Gender  Male     Age  21-30  
Education  Post Graduate   Date Submitted  12/22/2002   Email 
country of Origin  Egypt  User Ref. No.  Q75FXF  country of Residence  Egypt  
 
Question 
dear scholar, as-salamo 3alaikom wa rahmato Allah wa barakatoh... my question is about 
inheritance. my father died in 1996 and left us( me, my mom, my two brothers, and my 
grandma(his mother)) a pharmacy. I and my brothers were still young to take our share in 
our hands, so my mother supervised. The competent court gave a certain price for that 
pharmacy and therefore a certain monthly income from it to each of the heirs according 
to the Islamic division. We continued to give our grandma her monthly due till she 
decided to sell us her share in 2000. During this period (from 1996 till 2000) she seemed 
to be unsatisfied with the monthly due that the court decided; however, we gave her 
medicine, nearly monthly, costing nearly 1/2 her monthly due besides her monthly due. 
We agreed to give her the money for her share by installments monthly. She died shortly 
after that agreement. We continued to give the rest of her share to her sons and daughters 
(my uncles and aunts). Six months later, some taxes appeared to have been imposed on 
the pharmacy for the period from 1985 till 1995 (which is before my father's death, and 
consequently before the court gave the pharmacy its price). Are we to ask my uncles and 
aunts to pay my grandma's share in the imposed taxes (the sixth)? Or we don’t have the 
right to? Thanks for your time... gazakom Allah  
 
My Answer: 
Bismi Allah al Rahman al Rahim 
Al Hamdu li Allah Rabb al 'Alamin 
wa al Salatu wa al Salamu 'ala Sayyidina Muhammad wa 'Ala 'Alihi wa Ashabihi Ajma'in 
Dear Br. Yehia   



Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuh. 
This tax that is discovered recently is a debt on the pharmacy and you have the right to 
distribute it on all the heirs, in proportion to their shares. The one sixth share of the tax of 
your grandmother is supposed to be paid by her or from her estate (Tarikah). 
Apparently, her estate was distributed before the discovery of the past due tax. You can 
go back on her heirs for her share of the tax. By the way, aren't the three boys of you also 
heirs of your grandmother? The total share of the three of you equal the share of your 
father had he been alive when his mother died. To my knowledge, this is the Ijtihad of the 
Egyptian and Syrian Laws That are themselves derived from Shari'ah. In such a case you 
also share in her tax burden.  
But if her estate is not sufficient to pay her debts (assume she only owned the debt on you 
when you bought her share of the pharmacy and you had already paid her several 
installments that the remainder is less than her share of the past due tax), no alive person 
is required, unless such a person volunteers on her/his own will, to pay the debts of a 
deceased if the deceased did not leave sufficient estate. In other words, heirs are not 
required to pay debts of a person from whom they inherit should he leave any property. 
Such debts die with the deceased and she/he will be questioned for them on the Day of 
Judgment. That is why close relative come forward and volunteer to pay such debts even 
before the burial of the deceased. 
 
Wa Allahu A'lam 
Wa Alhamdu li Allah Rabbi al 'Alamin 
Wassalam 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Monzer Kahf 
------------------- 
 
  VIII.    GIFTS IN LIFE TIME VERSUS INHERITANCE 
 
 
Subject:  Gifts in life time 
 
From:     dialogue@islam-online.net 
Date:      5/3/2001  
Name of Questioner Muslimah           Gender    Age                                                
education    Date Submitted 4/22/2001                  Email  
country of Origin          User Ref. No.  JTPU38       country of Residence 
 
Question:  
Assalamu Alaikum wa Rahmah Allah wa Barakatuh I just want to ask for a fatwa my 
mother owns a piece of land she is alive, my brothers sold this land without informing me 
nor my sister, Then they distributed the money as inherited money that's to say male took 
double the female, is this right if not what is the right distribution of this money? Jazaka 
Allah Khairan 
 
My Answer:  



Dear Sr. 
Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuh. 
Al Hamdu li Allah wa al Salatu wa al Salam ala Rasuli Allah. 
1 - If they sold the land with delegation or power of attorney from your mother the sale is 
valid, they don't need to inform you and your sister. But if the sale was done without your 
mother's knowledge/permission the sale is invalid in Shari'ah and in land's laws in all 
countries to the best of my knowledge. In this case it can be contested in court, and 
invalidated. 
2 - As long as your mother is alive, any distribution of her properties to her children must 
first be with her consent and authorization. Such distributions are considered GIFTS. The 
prophet, pbuh, ordered that gifting to children must be done with justice. This is 
interpreted by some scholars as equality in amounts and by some others as equality in 
purpose. In both cases female are treated equal to male as gifts are not inheritance. 
Equality in amount is clear and equality in purpose means to give each child what it 
needs to achieve similar objectives, such as getting them all married, and the cost of 
marrying one may be different from the cost of marrying the other, regardless of the 
gender of the child.  
Wa Allahu A'lam 
Wassalam 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Monzer Kahf 
----------------------------- 
SUBJECT:        Gifts and inheritance 
 
From:       dialogue@islam-online.net 
Sent:        December 30, 2002 
Name of Questioner  Farooq  Gender  Male     Age  31-45  
Education  Post Graduate   Date Submitted  11/8/2002   Email 
country of Origin  U A  E User Ref. No.  T4B3R1  country of Res. Pakistan  
 
Question 
We are 3 brothers and a sister. My father had built a house in 1969, which he has given to 
four of us. My father had built this house from his sole earnings, which is being rebuilt as 
a joint investment from 3 brothers and my father. The value of this house was 80 and 
once it will be rebuilt the value of the property will be 125 (say monetary units). My 
mother owns another house that costs say 50, it was built by my father from the money he 
earned completed in 1980. My mother wants to gift this house to my sister or my sister’s 
daughter. The questions are as follows: 1. Can my mother gift the second house to my 
sister under Islamic Law while she is also a shareholder in the first house? 2. Can my 
mother gift the house to my sister’s daughter if not my sister? 3. In case my father takes 
my sister out of the ownership of the first house and my mother gifts the second house to 
my sister, is that ok under Islamic law of inheritance? 4. What is the Islamic ruling in 
distribution of inheritance (and gifts) in the circumstances mentioned above? One last 
request is: in case you do not find my question complete please ask me questions so that I 
get a comprehensive response from your side. Jazakum Allah Khairan, Farooq  
 



My Answer: 
Bismi Allah al Rahman al Rahim 
Al Hamdu li Allah Rabb al 'Alamin 
wa al Salatu wa al Salamu 'ala Sayyidina Muhammad wa 'Ala 'Alihi wa Ashabihi Ajma'in 
 
Dear Br. Farooq    
Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuh. 
Gift and inheritance are two separate things in the Islamic law; they are not lumped 
together, except in one case of a person who is dying or in the final year of a terminal 
illness who gives gifts to avoid or disturb the inheritance distribution. 
Gifts are based on the principle of ownership. An owner is absolutely free to do what 
(s)he pleases with her/his property and potential heirs have no say at all; they cannot 
restrict an owner's freedom of disposition. This gives an answer to two of your questions: 
Yes, she can give the house to her daughter, grand daughter or a stranger; she is free to do 
that. Notice that you said that her house was built from your father's earnings. It means 
that he gave her a gift and that is his free choice too. (In the Islamic law the properties of 
husband and wife are not mixed and each of them owns her/his own property completely 
independently from the other. But there is a little yet very important note: while it 
is legal, according to Islamic law, to give gifts to children, grand children and strangers, it 
is sinful on the part of the giver to differentiate between children (grand children are 
included because a grand child is also considered a child; don't we say we are all children 
of Adam?). When the Prophet, pbuh, was asked to be a witness on a gift to a child he 
asked the donor: are you giving all your other children equal things? And he refused, 
without invalidating the gift, to be a witness on "injustice." To avoid such a sin, when one 
gives one's child a gift, one has to give all other children equal gifts; this is regardless of 
the sex of the child. In other word, if your mother wants to avoid this sinful injustice, she 
has to give each of the four of you equal amount of gifts.   
Inheritance is based on the principle that what one owns is given to one only temporarily 
during one's life time. Once one dies, this property goes back to its True Owner, God, 
Ta'ala. God in the Qur'an distributed this property according to His own plan and did not 
allow any human being to tamper with this distribution. (This also includes the fact that 
one cannot distribute during one's life time, one's property according to the inheritance 
system because one does not know when one will die nor who will be then one's heirs). 
Accordingly and based on the info you gave in the question here are the answers to the 
rest of your questions: 
Notice first that while your father is alive, your mother does not have a share in the first 
house. Notice also that unless the remodeling of the house, paid for by the three sons, is 
done with a clear contractual relationship that clarify the share of every son in the new 
value of the house the house is still owned by the father and your sister can rightly 
assume that you guys have given a gift to your father the amounts you paid for 
remodeling because the land is still in his name and the rule is that: unless contractually 
clarified the owner of a land owns what is on it. 
Upon the death of the father: If he is survived by wife, no parents, three sons and a 
daughter: the daughter and the wife take 10/80 each and each of the three sons take 20/80 
each. If he is not survived by wife but only three sons and a daughter with no parents: the 
daughter gets 11.143/80 and each of the three sons gets 22.86/80. 



Your third question: your sister is not presently on the ownership of the first house. You 
probably mean that can your father deprive her from her share of inheritance? No he 
cannot. That is against the rules of Shari'ah as explained above. God made the 
distribution and no one can change it. Please notice that he can give gifts to whoever he 
pleases during his life time and the rules mentioned above apply.  
 
Wa Allahu A'lam 
Wa Alhamdu li Allah Rabbi al 'Alamin 
Wassalam 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Monzer Kahf 
---------------------------- 
SUBJECT:            Gifts in life time and inheritance 
 
From:      dialogue@islam-online.net 
Sent:        May 20, 2002 
Name of Questioner  Mohammad  Gender  Male     Age  46-60  
Education  Post Graduate   Date Submitted  4/24/2002  Email 
country of Origin  Pakistan   User Ref. No.  Y51YAY   country of Res. U S  
 
Question 
Assalamu Alaikum, My father in law left behind him, wife, 2 sons and three daughters. 
During his life time he accumulated lot of property. All of his children were married in 
his life time. To his daughters he gave two houses, which he himself was managing all 
his life and during his life time sold them (without consulting his daughters) and later told 
them about it to give them the money later on. He also mentioned that some other very 
valuable commercial properties will be for his two sons (but they were in full control of 
father who had them on his name and he only managed them independently). The house 
he lived in is also very expensive house. After he died his younger son was living with 
him in the house while all other children were living in their own places. The younger 
son never gave an account of the cash or jewelry which he had left behind. He took the 
business place of father and opened his own business in the life time of father. Other 
commercial properties he sold after getting signatures of all 3 daughters and elder 
brothers. After selling the properties both the brothers did not even tell the sisters for how 
much they had sold the properties (these were in prime locations of an international city 
in India, so are very valuable). When sisters asked for their shares both produced a will of 
the father which gave these properties to the two sons and the two houses which were 
sold in father's life time ( much less value) to daughters. The house they live in is a big 
valuable house. And according to so-called will it is to go to sons though daughters may 
stay in the house when visiting! I am sure after the wife, mother of the sons and daughters 
die this house will be sold. They will have to be signed by all sisters and brothers to sell 
it. Two of the sisters are well to do (and so are the brothers). Nevertheless sisters have 
been asking for their share of inheritance with out any luck. Should they sign the papers 
for the sale of the house or not. Do they have any rights on the properties when they have 
not been given their rights by Qur’anic law? Ma Assalam 
 



My Answer:  
Bismi Allah al Rahman al Rahim 
Al Hamdu li Allah Rabb al 'Alamin 
Wa al Salatu wa al Salamu 'ala Sayyidina Muhammad wa 'Ala 'Alihi wa Ashabihi 
Ajma'in 
Dear Br. Mohammad    
Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuh. 
This is an important question and the violation of the Shari’ah is very clear if what you 
described is actually what happened, not only your own understanding of it. In other 
words, one has to hear from both sides to see exactly what went wrong. 
Let me give you the principles and you figure the application: 
1) Any gift given by a parent to children must be given on equal basis to all children 
regardless of their sex. This means that if he wants to give to one of his children any gift 
a parent must give equal gifts to all other children, sons and daughter alike. But if he 
violates this rule, a parent is sinful but the gifting is valid and permitted by the Islamic 
law. 
2) One of the conditions of giving a gift is delivering it, and a gift that is not delivered is 
treated as non-existing. If the houses that were given to daughters were not delivered to 
them by real estate recording and if the father sold them it means he did not give any gift. 
3) A will that changes the Shari’ah ordained distribution of estate is in valid and is to be 
treated as non-existing. It is sinful too for the deceased and not binding on the heirs. 
4) The fact that the girls signed for the sale of some properties means that they consent to 
the action of their brother, unless they can prove in court that they did that with the 
understanding that he will distribute the proceeds of sale according to Shari’ah. No heir is 
required to sing any document or surrender any of her rights in the estate unless out of 
free will and desire. That applies to future signatures too. 
5) Distribution of the estate (all properties, real, personal, bank accounts, businesses, 
investment and what not) of the deceased must always be done, upon death in accordance 
with Shari’ah, in the case you mentioned: on1/8 to wife, 1/8 to each daughter, and 2/8 to 
each son, assuming the deceased has no parents. 
6) India has an Islamic inheritance law for Muslims that is made in accordance with the 
Shari’ah and you can always resort to Muslim Shari’ah court to enforce it. You may need 
to consult a specialized lawyer.     
Wa Allahu A'lam 
Wassalam 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Monzer Kahf 
----------------------------- 
 
  IX.      INHERITANCE OF PROPERTY ILLEGALLY OBTAINED  
 
 
SUBJECT:         Gifts and inheritance of kickbaks 
 



From:     dialogue@islam-online.net 
Sent:      September 27, 2002  
Name of Questioner  hassan   Gender  Male    Age  31-45  
Education  Graduate    Date Submitted  8/18/2002  Email 
country of Origin    User Ref. No.  CV2HAG   country of Res. India  
 
Question 
Dear Scholars, Assalamu Alaikum! I have a very strange question for you. My father 
passed away a several years back and before that there was a reasonable amount of 
money which was given to me for safe keeping. This was obtained by him as a kick back 
for some omission/commissions made during his tenure as a senior govt. employee and 
therefore Haram. Out of ignorance and lack of knowledge I did not realize the 
seriousness and utilized a portion of it for Forex trading which again was speculation and 
prohibited in Islam. I confessed to him and returned the balance amount which 
presumably he spent before his death [ I am praying for him daily during every 
supplication to Almighty Allah for his forgiveness and ours]. Now after many years, the 
issue of this money has come up and I am blamed by my only brother [one sister and 
mother are other survivors] and I wish to understand how to respond. I do not want any 
share in that money for obvious reason but if the rest of the family, knowingly want - full 
or partial amount - what should I do. I seek Allah's protection from Satan and his 
handiwork. Ameen  
 
My Answer: 
Bismi Allah al Rahman al Rahim 
Al Hamdu li Allah Rabb al 'Alamin 
wa al Salatu wa al Salamu 'ala Sayyidina Muhammad wa 'Ala 'Alihi wa Ashabihi Ajma'in 
Dear Br. hassan  
Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuh. 
There are several aspects to your question: 
1- What father did was his and you should keep making prayers for him and asking God 
for forgiveness for his kickbacks that are forbidden. if he consented to the portion you 
used and lost in speculation, it was then a gift to you and you owed him nothing before he 
died (although he should have given your brother and sister equal amount each as gifts 
because gifts to children must be equal as parents are required by Shari'ah to be just in 
giving to their children, but the sin is his). If he did not consent and considered it a debt 
on you to him, you need to pay the debts to his estate. If the only survivors of your father 
when he died are what you mentioned, you then owe your mother 5/40 of that amount, 
your brother 14/40 and your sister 7/40. You can, and you better do, give for Muslim 
charity your part of it and advise your family to do the same it is Haram for the estate and 
should have been given away from the time of the death of the father. But the heirs get 
it by inheritance and its sin is on the deceased unless in the case when an item was taken 
as a bribe and the same item itself (say a necklace) was inherited. The rule in this case is 
that this necklace was never owned by the deceased and cannot be inherited and it must 
be returned to the party who deserves it (which is in this case the employer of your 
father). If this party or its heirs are not known or cannot be reached the necklace must be 



given to Muslim charity for distribution to the poor and needy.  
 
Wa Allahu A'lam 
Wa Alhamdu li Allah Rabbi al 'Alamin 
Wassalam 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Monzer Kahf 
------------------------ 
 
  X.    INHERITANCE AND FAMILY WAQF 
 
 
SUBJECT: Inheritance and Family Waqf 
 
From: dialogue@islam-online.net  
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2002 7:10 PM 
Name of Questioner  shamim    Gender  Male    Age  21-30  
Education  Graduate     Date Submitted  6/30/2002  Email 
country of Origin  Bangladesh    User Ref. No.  Q1UUEC   country of Res. Bangladesh  
 
Question 
Assalamu Alaikum, I have a vast problem and I hope you will look into the matter with 
scrutiny. My father purchased plot and registered on my mothers name.After that my 
father built multistoreyed buildings including market places there and exposed my 
mother as the owner of the building and market which fetches huge income tax as owned 
by a single person.So, my mother wants .to bequeath those property among our brothers 
and sisters with a view to diminishing taxvalue..I have one brother and four sisters. My 
parents intendinding to bequeath with a certain variation.My second sister is mentally 
abnormal.In her early life she was normal and ambitious and was firmly determined to 
get herself admitted into medical studies but in vain.She was extremely shocked and 
gradually developed mental problem.parents left no stone unturned for treatment but she 
didnot improve.At last parents got her married so that marriage might alter the 
situation.In her short time of conjugal life she gave birth to a daughter but the problem 
was not eliminated rather intensified.After the child birth my sister have been living with 
us away from her husband for about four to five years.Her husband after waiting for 
several years married another one.Is my sister still under wedlock or automatically got 
divorced as she have been living away from her husband for several years? My sister is 
still under treatment which costs thousand taka(currency of bangladesh)per month.Now 
regarding the bequething will my parents want to deposit about five lakhs taka in my 
account so as to facilitate my bearing expenses for her treatment when I will be in 
charge.In this regard I must add that my parents want to do this without the knowledge of 
my elder brother.Parents lack in faith upon him for his being irresponsible and 
luxurious.Will this step that is going to be taken by my parents be valid or not? If invalid 
I may inhibit my parents but if it is valid then I have another ask.If five lakhs taka is 
deposited in my account it will make profit(in stead of usury I mentioned profit because I 
opened account in islami bank).Can I take the profit or it will be added with the capital 



and remain restricted for sisters benefit only. Pray for me ,for my sisters and also for my 
elder brother so that he succeeds in attaining faith of parents. 
 
My Answer: 
Bismi Allah al Rahman al Rahim 
Al Hamdu li Allah Rabb al 'Alamin 
wa al Salatu wa al Salamu 'ala Sayyidina Muhammad wa 'Ala 'Alihi wa Ashabihi Ajma'in 
Dear Br. shamim 
Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuh. 
I understand your question and this kind of dilemma. You need to untangle such matters 
very carefully so that you achieve the objective of serving future needs of the unfortunate 
person without violating the laws of Shari’ah nor upsetting the laws of the land. 
1) Your sister illness seem to be psychological more than mental, although the first 
may affect the latter and the body as well. Under all circumatances keep the medical care 
and treatment and add reading Qur’an and Duaa (prayrs) because the Prophet, pbuh, told 
us that both help. May God give har full recovery and cure from all illness. 
2) Your sister is still married unless her husband divorces her or a divorce order is 
issued by a court on your family’s request or on her request. Marrying another woman 
does not affect her marriage and the long period she is separated at her family’s house 
does not affect that either. 
3) It is permissible, in Shari’ah and in the Anglo Saxon laws to establish a Waqf 
(trust) for the treatment and living expenses of your sister. Parents are required to spend 
on their needy children, even when they are adult. Your father/mother can establish a 
waqf to take care of such expenses. It can be set in such an amount so that its income in 
an Islamic bank can satisfy her annual needs. This Waqf is temporary and must terminate 
when she is cured or when she dies. Upon termination the waqf principal can either be 
given to charity of distributed to all four brothers and sisters according to the rules of 
inheritance (it can also be distributed in any other way but I think it is inapprpriate to 
distribute to brothers and sisters in any way that is not consistent with the inheritance 
rules, 2 shares to a male and 1 share to a fimale because parent are required to make 
complete justice between their children). You can be the trustee (Nazir or Wasi or 
Qayyim) of this waqf by appointment from the waqf founder. 
4) Whatever your father put in the name of your mother can be a gift to her, there is 
no limit on the amount of gift one may give anyone else, relative or not, and a person has 
full authority to dispose of a person’s property the way a person pleases. This is certainly 
unless they have an understanding between them, written or verbal, that this is onlyfor tax 
or other purposes but he remains the real owner. Either parent can give any amount of 
gift to their children. However the Prophet, pbuh, refused to be a witness to a gift to one 
child when other children were not give equal gifts and called it injustice (Zulm). Hence, 
gifts to children must be equal, male and female, not like the inheritance. Either of your 
parent can give agift to you and your brother and sisters, in equal amount, for in an untrue 
way for tax and other purposes, with written or verbal understanding, provided there is a 
guarantee that such understanding shall be honored in case of death (either because of 
religiosity or conscioussness of the child). In case of no such guarantee,fake giving is 
meaningless and useless, the point that make it a must to give other children equal 
amounts. 



5) Inheritance in Islam is regulated by mandatory rules as specified in the Qur’an, 
mainly in Sura 4. therefore bequest must follow these rules without the slight violation. If 
you have grand parent, each of them ihnerit 1/6 of the net estate of their child (i.e., after 
expenses, debts and any last will to non heirs within a maximum of one third). If your 
mother dies before her husband, he inherits 1/4, and if I assume she is survived by her 
two parents too, the remainder, 5/12 should be divided between the four of you on the 
basis that a son takes twice as much as a daughter. Should your father die before his wife, 
she takes 1/8 and with two parents surviving the remainder, 13/24 will be divided 
between the four of you the same way. 
6) It is extremely important to notice that bequesting can only be done after death, 
giving while alive is gift and cannot be treated as inheritance. Gift to children must be 
equal between them and bequesting to children follows the rule of 2 to 1 male/female.  
7) The income from the trust make for the treatment of your sister must be used for 
her treatment and any left over must be added to principal. The founder of the trust may 
add other objectives, if she/he so chose, and whatever stipulations mentioned in the waqf 
deed must be honored unless they are discreminatory against female beneficiaries. 
Finally, may Allah. Ta’ala, guide you, your brotherand your family, me and all of us to 
the right path and to always do what pleases Him. 
 
Wa Allahu A'lam  
Wa Alhamdu li Allahi Rabbi al 'Alamin 
Wassalam 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Monzer Kahf  
----------------------- 


